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Spoken-Word Recognition
Listening to speech is a recognition process: SPEECH PERCEPTION identifies phonetic structure in the incoming speech
signal, allowing the signal to be mapped onto representations of known words in the listener's LEXICON. Several facts
about spoken-word recognition make it a challenging
research area of PSYCHOLINGUISTICS. First, the process takes
place in time—words are not heard all at once but from
beginning to end. Second, words are rarely heard in isolation
but rather within longer utterances, and there is no reliable
equivalent in speech of the helpful white spaces that demarcate individual words in a printed text such as this article.
Thus the process entails an operation of segmentation
whereby continuous speech is effectively divided into the
portions that correspond to individual words. Third, spoken
words are not highly distinctive; language vocabularies of
tens of thousands of words are constructed from a repertoire
of on average only 30 to 40 phonemes (Maddieson 1984; see
PHONOLOGY for further detail). As a consequence, words
tend to resemble other words, and may have other words
embedded within them (thus steak contains possible pronunciations of stay and take and ache, it resembles state and
snake and stack, it occurs embedded within possible pronunciations of mistake or first acre, and so on). How do listeners
know when to recognize steak and when not?
Methods for the laboratory study of spoken-word recognition are comprehensively reviewed by Grosjean and
Frauenfelder (1996). This field of study is very active, but it
began in earnest only in the 1970s; before then, models of
word recognition such as Morton's (1969) logogen model
were not specifically designed to deal with the characteristics of speech. Now. spoken-word recognition research is
heavily model-driven, and the models differ, inter alia, as to
which of the above challenges they primarily address. The
first model specifically in this area was Marslen-Wilson and
Welsh's (1978) cohort model; it focused on the temporal
nature of spoken-word recognition and proposed that the
initial portion of an incoming word would activate all
known words beginning in that way, with this "cohort" of
activated word candidates gradually being reduced as candidates incompatible with later-arriving portions of the word
drop out. Thus /s/ could activate sad, psychology, steak, and
so on: if the next phoneme were /t/, only words beginning
with /st/ {stay, steak, stupid, etc.) would remain activated;
and so on until only one word remained in the cohort. This
could occur before the end of the word—thus staple could
be identified by the /p/ because no other English words
would remain in the cohort.
The neighborhood activation model (Luce, Pisoni, and
Goldinger 1990) concentrates on similarities between words
in the vocabulary and proposes that the probability of a
word being recognized is a function of the word's frequency
of occurrence (see VISUAL WORD RECOGNITION for more
extensive discussion of this factor) and the number and frequency of similar words in the language; high-frequency
words with few, low-frequency neighbors will be most easily recognized.
The currently most explicit models are TRACE (McClelland and Elman 1986) and SHORTLIST (Norris 1994), both
implemented as connectionist networks (see COMPUTATIONAL PSYCHOLINGUISTICS; also Frauenfelder 1996). They
both propose that the incoming signal activates potential
candidate words that actively compete with one another by a
process of interactive activation in which the more active a
candidate word is, the more it may inhibit activation of its
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competitors. Activated and competing words need not be
aligned with one another, and thus the competition process
offers a potential solution to the segmentation problem; so
although the recognition of first acre may involve competition from stay, steak, and take, this will eventually be overcome by joint inhibition from first and acre.
TRACE and SHORTLIST differ primarily in one other
feature that is an important characteristic of most psycholinguistic processing models—namely, whether or not they
allow unidirectional or bidirectional flow of information
between levels of processing. TRACE is highly interactive.
That is, it allows information to pass in both directions
between the lexicon and prelexical (and in principle post
lexical) processing levels. SHORTLIST allows information
to flow from prelexical processing of the signal to the lexicon but not vice versa. In contrast to TRACE, SHORTLIST
also has a two-stage architecture, in which initial word candidates are generated on the basis of bottom-up information
alone, and competition occurs only between the members of
this "shortlist." TRACE allows competition in principle
within the entire vocabulary, which renders it less computationally tractable, whereas SHORTLIST's structure has the
practical advantage of allowing simulations with a realistic
vocabulary of tens of thousands of words.
All theoretical issues separating the models are still unresolved. There is abundant experimental evidence confirming
the subjective impression that spoken-word recognition is
extremely rapid and highly efficient (Marslen-Wilson
1987). Concurrent activation of candidate words is supported by a wide range of experimental findings from different experimental paradigms, and active competition
between such simultaneously activated words—such that
concurrent activation can produce inhibition—is also supported (McQueen et al. 1995). Many findings have been
interpreted in terms of interaction between levels of processing (e.g., Pitt 1995; Samuel 1997; Tabossi 1988) but
noninteractive models in general can account for these findings as well (Cutler et al. 1987; Massaro and Oden 1995). In
some cases, apparent demonstrations of top-down information flow have proven to be spurious, arising instead from
independent bottom-up processing (for example, Elman and
McClelland 1988 reported an apparent effect of lexically
determined compensation for coarticulation, but Pitt and
McQueen 1998 showed that the finding was actually due to
transitional probability effects and hence could be
accounted for without postulating top-down lexical influences on prelexical processing).
Orthogonal to these principal questions of model architecture are further issues such as the nature of the primary
prelexical unit of representation (Mehler, Dupoux, and
Segui 1990; Pisoni and Luce 1987); the relative contribution
to word activation of matching versus mismatching phonetic
information (Connine et al. 1997); the phonological explicitness of lexical representations (Frauenfelder and Lahiri
1989); the processing of contextually induced phonological
transformations such as sweek girl for sweet girl (Gaskell
and Marslen-Wilson 19%); the role of prosodic structure in
recognition (Cutler et al. 1997); and the role of wordinternal morphological structure in recognition (MarslenWilson et al. 1994).
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